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A three-dimensional boundary integral method for deformable drops in viscous flows at low
Reynolds numbers is presented. The method is based on a new nonsingular contour-integral
representation of the single and double layers of the free-space Green’s function. The contour
integration overcomes the main difficulty with boundary-integral calculations: the singularities of
the kernels. It also improves the accuracy of the calculations as well as the numerical stability. A
new element of the presented method is also a higher-order interface approximation, which
improves the accuracy of the interface-to-interface distance calculations and in this way makes
simulations of polydispersed foam dynamics possible. Moreover, a multiple time-step integration
scheme, which improves the numerical stability and thus the performance of the method, is
introduced. To demonstrate the advantages of the method presented here, a number of challenging
flow problems is considered: drop deformation and breakup at high viscosity ratios for zero and
finite surface tension; drop-to-drop interaction in close approach, including film formation and its
drainage; and formation of a foam drop and its deformation in simple shear flow, including all
structural and dynamic elements of polydispersed foams. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1648639#

I. INTRODUCTION

The main advantage of the boundary integral methods,
compared with other methods~e.g., FDM, VOF, FEM!, is
that for a number of multiphase flow problems its implemen-
tation involves integration only on the interfaces. Thus, dis-
cretization of the interfaces only is required, which allows
for a higher accuracy and performance, especially in three-
dimensional~3D! simulations.

Boundary integral methods have been successfully used
recently for simulations of complex multiphase flows: drop
deformation and breakup;1–5 drop-to-drop interaction;6–8

suspension of liquid drops in viscous flow;9–11 deformation
of a liquid drop adhering to a solid surface and free-surface
viscoelastic flows.12–14

The main disadvantage of the boundary integral method
is the singularity of the free-space Green’s kernels.15 In most
of the studies special attention is paid to the accurate calcu-
lation of the boundary integrals around the singular point.
The two most commonly used approaches are local mesh
refinement and/or higher-order integration rules in the vicin-
ity of the singular point,1,16 and near singularity subtraction,
where for a closed interface, using volume conservation
identities, the integrals over the singular point vicinity are
represented via the integral over the residual of the
interface.6,10,17,18Both approaches, however, cannot give sat-
isfactory results when the singular point is close to the re-
sidual of the interface.16 In our method, the recently
proposed19 nonsingular contour-integral representation of the
layer potentials is used for the calculation of the boundary
integrals.

Another problem, related to a numerical simulation of
transient interfaces, is the numerical instability due to the
interfacial tension. The problem is typical for the case of
small capillary numbers and small space steps and can lead
to a prohibitively small time step.6,17 The situation is even
worse in the case of thin films in the presence of long-range
intermolecular van der Waals forces, which are typical for
foam dynamics. In this case, numerical instabilities appear
due to the strong dependence of the van der Waals forces on
the film thickness. Here, we propose a multiple time-step
approach which improves the stability of the method without
increasing the computational time.

Other important elements of a boundary integral method
for deformable drops are the curvature and normal vector
calculations as well as mesh refinement. Curvature and nor-
mal vector calculations have been discussed by several
authors.10,17,20,21In these studies different approaches have
been used: line~or also called contour! integration;10 local
fitting with a smooth interface;17,20 and differentiation of the
normal vector, which is defined as the area average, followed
by linear interpolation of the normal vectors of the neighbor-
ing flat triangular elements.21 In the present method, due to
the representation of the layer potentials via contour inte-
grals, the normal vector does not take part in the boundary
integral formulation. This eliminates any effect of the error
due to the normal vector calculation on the velocity field.
The mean curvature has in general a smaller variation than
the normal vector and therefore introduces a smaller error in
the velocity calculation. For the mean curvature calculation
we use line integration.10

Adaptive algorithms for mesh refinement of deformable
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interfaces have also been widely discussed.10,17,22–24Two ap-
proaches are commonly used, as well as their combination.
The first is mesh size optimization, also called mesh relax-
ation or mesh stabilization. In this approach, for a fixed mesh
topology, the nodes are moved with a tangential field which
is locally10 or globally17 defined by a dynamical system of
massless springs with properly chosen tensions. The second
approach includes topological transformations such as addi-
tion and subtraction of nodes as well as node
reconnection.22–24In the present study we use a combination
of both. New elements in our method, regarding mesh refine-
ment, are extra terms in the tangential velocity, which pre-
vents mesh distortion due to the tangential hydrodynamic
velocity, and a reconnection of the nodes, which maintains
an optimal mesh topology.

In the case when the viscosity ratio is not equal to one,
the interface velocity is given by a system of integral equa-
tions, usually solved by iterative methods.6,16,17 In these
methods a significant improvement of the convergence is
achieved by deflating the spectrum of the double-layer op-
erator by removing the marginal unit eigenvalues, as de-
scribed by Pozrikidis.15 The commonly used iteration
method is the method of successive substitutions,6,16which is
also applied here. To improve the poor convergence of the
successive iterations for extremely large or small viscosity
ratios, and interfaces in very close approach, Zinchenko
et al.17 proposed a combination of successive iterations and
biconjugate gradient iterations.

Sections II and III are devoted to the mathematical
model, the boundary integral formulation and the general
elements of the numerical technique. In Sec. IV numerically
challenging 3D problems for drops in linear viscous flows
are presented: drop deformation at zero surface tension; drop
deformation and breakup at finite surface tension; drop-to-
drop interaction, including drainage of dimpled films; and
foam-drop dynamics.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

A. Mathematical model

We consider deformable drops of a Newtonian fluid with
viscositylm in another immiscible Newtonian fluid with vis-
cositym, subjected to a linear flow. All fluids are considered
incompressible and inertial forces are negligible. In dimen-
sionless terms the governing equations are

2¹•P i50, ¹•ui50PV i , i 50,1,2,...; ~1!

whereP i52pi I1l i(¹ui1(¹ui)T) is the stress tensor,I is
the unit tensor,pi is the pressure, andui is the velocity in the
ith phaseV i . The problem has only one viscosity ratiol
(l051 andl i5l for i .0).

The boundary conditions at the interfaceSi5V iùV0

are the stress balance boundary condition and continuity of
the velocity across the interface,

~P0~x!2P i~x!!•n~x!5 f ~x!n~x!, u0~x!5ui~x!, ~2!

wheren~x! is the unit vector normal toSi . Thus, the present
study is limited to interfacial forces that are normal to the

interfaces. The numerical results presented in Sec. IV in-
volve the capillary and the disjoining pressure

f ~x!52k~x!/Ca2A/h3~x!, ~3!

wherek(x)50.5(1/R111/R2) is the mean curvature of the
interface,R1 andR2 are the main radii of the curvature. The
capillary number~in the case of simple shear flow! is defined
as Ca5Rġm/s, whereġ is the shear rate,s is the interfacial
tension andR is an equivalent radius of the drops. The sec-
ond term in~3!, called disjoining pressure, takes into account
the repulsive van der Waals forces and is important only at
extremely small interface-to-interface distances,h(x)!R.
The dimensionless parameterA is proportional to the Ha-
maker constantH, A5H/(6pR3ġm). In the present study
the disjoining pressure is considered only in the case of
foam-drop dynamics in Sec. IV D.

The velocity at infinity is prescribed via a boundary con-
dition,

u`~x!5L "x, ixi5`, ~4!

whereL specifies the type of linear flow.
The evolution of the interfaceS(x,t) is given by the

kinematic condition

dx

dt
5u~x,t !1w~x,t !, xPS, ~5!

wherew can be an arbitrary velocity, tangential toS. In the
present methodw is chosen in a way similar to the approach
of Loewenberg and Hinch.10

B. Boundary integral formulation

For a given position of the interfacesSi the solution of
the mathematical model~1!–~3! for the velocityu(x0) at a
given point x0 can be obtained by means of the boundary
integral formulation,6,15,17

~l11!u~x0!52u`~x0!2
1

4p E
S
f ~x!G~x0 ,x!•n~x!ds~x!

2
l21

4p E
S
u~x!•T~x0 ,x!•n~x!ds~x!, ~6!

where the integration is over the total interfacial areaS
5ø iS

i . The tensorsG andT are the Stokeslet and stresslet,
respectively,

G~x0 ,x!5I /r 1 x̂x̂/r 3, T~x0 ,x!526x̂x̂x̂/r 5,

where x̂5x2x0 , r 5ux̂u.

The main advantage of a boundary integral method is
that it involves integration only on the interfaces. The main
problem, however, regarding the numerical implementation
of ~6!, is due to the singularities of the kernelsG and T at
x5x0 , which is discussed in the following section.

C. Nonsingular contour-integral representations of
the single and double-layer potentials

Important properties of the Stokeslet and stresslet are the
following identities:15
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E
Sc

G~x0 ,x!•ns~x!ds~x!50, ~7!

2E
Sc

T~x0 ,x!•ns~x!ds~x!

5IH 8p, if x0 inside Sc

4p, if x0 on Sc

0, if x0 outside Sc

J , ~8!

which hold for an arbitrary closed surfaceSc , wherens(x) is
the unit normal toSc directed outwards.

Based on~7! and~8!, it was proven19 that the single- and
double-layer potentials on a partD of the interface can be
expressed as integrals over its contour]D,

E
D

G~x0 ,x!•nD~x!ds~x!5 R
]D

dy3y

uyu
; ~9!

E
D

T~x0 ,x!•nD~x!ds~x!52 R
]D

y~y3dy!

uyu3

12I S C1 R
]D

a•~dy3y!

uyu~ uyu1a"y! D ,

~10!

wherey5 x̂5x2x0 ; xP]D anda is an arbitrary unit vector.
In the above equations,dy5t dl(y), wheret is the unit vec-
tor tangential to the contour]D defined ast5b3n, see Fig.
1. The absolute value of the sum in the brackets of~10! has
to be equal to the solid anglev(x0 ,D), defined by the pole
x0 andD, and its sign depends on the direction of the normal
vector nD(x). The last integral in~10! is a measure of the
solid angleva(x0 ,]D) defined by the polex0 and the con-
tour ]D to which the rayAx0

2a5$x02aa;a.0% does not

belong. In general, there are two solid angles defined by
x0 and]D. Thus, the constantC accounts for the difference
between v(x0 ,D) and v(x0 ,]D): if x0PD, then
C522p sign(a"n(x0)); if Ax0

2a crossesD in a point AD ,

thenC524p sign(a"n(AD)).

The main advantage of the contour representations~9!
and~10! is that they are nonsingular. This is obvious for the
single-layer potential. For the double layer~10! this can be
seen projecting the contour]D on the unit sphere centered at
x0 , see section 3.2 of Bazhlekov.19 The nonsingularity of the
last integral in~10! is achieved by a proper choice of the
vector a (aÞ2y/uyu,yP]D). These steps are used in Sec.
III D to improve the accuracy of the contour-integral calcu-
lation, see Eq.~20!. A nontrivial situation can appear when
x0→x08P]D. This is not related, however, to a singularity of
the integrals, but to the uniqueness of the projection ofx0

P]D on the unit sphere and can be easily overcome. In the
present numerical method such situation (x0P]D) cannot
happen and the unit-sphere projection of]D is always well
defined.

Other advantages of the contour representations~9! and
~10! are that their implementation for nonclosed interfaces is
direct and they involve integration on a curve instead of on a
surface. In addition, the precise knowledge of the normal
vector nD is not necessary for the calculation of the layer
potentials. By applying the contour integration on the ele-
ments of a partitioning of a closed interface, the identities~7!
and~8! are satisfied exactly, regardless of the accuracy of the
calculation of the contour integrals.

III. NUMERICAL METHOD

The main elements of the numerical method such as the
calculation of the velocity field given by the boundary inte-
gral formulation~6! and the evolution of the interfaces via a
time integration scheme are discussed here.

A. Interface discretization and mesh refinement

The initially spherical interfaces are triangulated by flat
triangles.10 Each triangular phase of an icosahedron inscribed
in a sphere is subdivided inton2 equal triangles, whose ver-
tices are projected onto the sphere. This triangulation con-
sists of N520n2 flat triangles and is optimal for a closed
interface topology:N/2210 vortices have coordination num-
ber Nc56 and 12 vortices withNc55. Based on this trian-
gulation, the interface is discretized by surface elementsSj

corresponding to the nodal pointsxj of the mesh. Every ele-
ment Sj is composed by 1/3 of the triangles to whichxj

belongs, see Fig. 1;Sj are the basic surface elements where
the curvature and the boundary integrals are calculated.

In addition, the mesh properties are optimized in three
ways.

~i! Element size optimization:10 for a fixed mesh topology
the nodes are additionally moved with the extra tangen-
tial velocity w(x,t), see~5!. This velocity is determined
on the base of the local characteristics of the mesh and
the interfaces, such as element size, curvaturek and the
distance to the closest interfaceh,

w~xi !5~ I2nn!S (
j

@a1b~h~xj !!1cuk~xj !u3/2#

3~xj2xi !DSj2u~xi !1usD , ~11!

FIG. 1. Interface discretization by triangles with vorticess. The basic sur-
face elementSj is defined by the centers of mass of the triangles~h! and
element sides~j! to which the nodexj belongs.
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where the summation involves only the nodesxj that
are directly connected toxi ; us is an average velocity of
the interface to whichxi belongs. The term2u(xi)
1us in ~11! eliminates a mesh distortion due to the tan-
gential component of the hydrodynamic velocityu. The
constantc controls how fine the mesh is in the high
curvature regions. The functionb depends on the prob-
lem under consideration: in the case of drop-to-drop in-
teraction the mesh is required to be finer in the film
regions, thusb(h)5consth21; in the case of foam-drop
dynamicsb(h)5consth and in this way the mesh is
maintained finer in plateau borders and junctions, where
the curvature andh have larger gradients. For these two
types of problems we use only the mesh size optimiza-
tion in the simulation. In the case of drop deformation
good mesh properties cannot always be achieved only
through element size optimization and a change in the
topology is necessary.

~ii ! Subtraction and addition of edges according to a crite-
rion for the proper edge length,4,24

l0
j 5max~min~lmax,constkj

21!,lmin!, ~12!

wherekj is a local curvature;24 l min andl max are given in
advance and denote the global minimal and maximal
edge lengths. Thus, if the length of an edgel j is smaller
than l 0

j
•3/4, the edge is removed,22 as is shown in Fig.

2~a!. The edge subtraction is followed by addition of
edges:25 if for a given edge,l j. l 0

j
•3/2, it is split into

two by adding the middle point, marked by~s! in Fig.
2~b!. Then every triangle with split edges is subdivided
into two, three, or four triangles depending on the num-
ber of edges which are split, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.

~iii ! Topology optimization: After edge subtraction and ad-
dition the coordination number of some nodes can de-
viate substantially from the optimal (Nc56). This leads

to unwanted large or small angles, see Figs. 2~c! or 3~e!.
An optimization of the coordination number can be eas-
ily achieved by reconnecting the nodes in two neighbor-
ing triangles. Such an example is shown in Fig. 2~c!,
where the dashed–dotted edge is replaced by the dashed
one. From this figure is seen that this reconnection op-
timizes locally the coordination numbers from~8,4,7,5!
to ~7,5,6,6!. For meshes used in the present study the
coordination numberNc is always in the interval 5
<Nc<7.

The standard scheme for mesh refinement involving a
change of the mesh topology is as follows, see also Figs.
3~a!–3~d!: subtraction and addition of element edges fol-
lowed by topological optimization and finally element size
optimization in combination with a projection of the nodes
on the initial interface.

A comparison between Figs. 3~d! and 3~e! demonstrates
how useful the topological optimization can be. A disadvan-
tage of the local element-size optimization~11! is the stabil-
ity constrain, which can be much tighter than that of the
passive stabilization algorithm.17 However, the present ap-
proach is more flexible for mesh refinement in high curvature
regions or near contact zones. Moreover, it can be directly
extended to take into account other important characteristics,
such as high gradients of the surfactant concentration or the
temperature. In addition, the time integration scheme, pro-
posed in Sec. III E, overcomes the difficulties due to the poor
numerical stability of the local element-size optimization
~11!.

B. Curvature calculation

The mean curvaturek(x) and the normal vectorn~x! for
the surface elementSj are computed by means of a com-
monly used formula, see for instance10

k~xj !n~xj !DSj'E
Sj

k~x!n~x!ds52 R
G j

b dl, ~13!

whereG j5]Sj is the contour ofSj andb is the unit outward
normal toG j vector lying in the plane tangential toSj , see
Fig. 1. Different possibilities for the choice ofSj exist.

~a! Loewenberg and Hinch10 definedG j by the bisectors of
the triangle edges surrounding the vertexxj .

~b! In the present studySj is the basic element for the node
xj , as defined in the preceding section, see also Fig. 1.

The most popular test for the accuracy of a curvature
calculation is the following:17 for an analytically given inter-
face shape the mesh nodes are projected on the interface and
the numerically calculated curvature is compared with the
analytical one. According to this test, the curvature calcu-
lated by~13!, whereSj is chosen as in~b!, does not converge
even for uniform meshes on a sphere. In the nodes with
Nc55 the error is about 14%, independently of the number
of elements. It is our opinion, however, that according to~6!
a spherical~nondeformed! interface is one which has con-
stant curvature. Indeed, for a given mesh in the absence of

FIG. 2. Schematic sketch of subtraction~a! and addition~b! of edges~nodes
and elements!, and reconnection of nodes~c!.
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any external flows or forces, the drop would relax to a shape
for which the curvature in all nodes will be equal, indepen-
dently of the way of curvature calculation. Then, by compar-
ing the relaxed interface with the equivalent sphere, a con-
clusion for the accuracy of the curvature calculation can be
drawn. According to this test the present method of curvature
calculation converges for a sphere and has a second-order
accuracy, which is seen in Fig. 4. Similar tests can also be
designed for nonspherical interfaces.17

Zinchenkoet al.17 have proposed an approach for the
calculation of the curvature and normal vector, which is
based on a local paraboloid fitting. We find their approach
very efficient and more accurate than the contour integration
~13!. An advantage of the present method, however, is that it
provides an average curvature inSj , which is consistent with
the calculation of the boundary integrals onSj . In other
methods10,17 the calculation of the boundary integrals has a
second-order accuracy only for uniform meshes. For nonuni-

FIG. 3. An example of a mesh refinement that involves topological changes~a! the mesh before refinement;~b! after subtraction and addition of edges;
~c! after topological optimization;~d! final mesh, after mesh size optimization~relaxation!; ~e! as ~d!, however, without topological optimization.

FIG. 4. The maximal deviation of relaxed@according to~6!# drop with
equivalent radius 1 from unit sphere for different meshes.N is the number of
mesh nodes.
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form meshes the integration deviates from the trapezoidal
rule and loses the second-order accuracy.

In the case of drop-to-drop interaction we compared the
two approaches for curvature calculation~13!, based on the
choices~a! and ~b!. The results were identical for relatively
uniform meshes, however, for nonuniform meshes approach
~a! led to numerical instabilities, while approach~b! still
supplied stable results.

It is worth to mention that the contour integration~9! and
~10! of the layer potentials does not include the normal vec-
tor. Thus, in the present method the normal vector appears
only in the element size optimization~11! and the higher-
order interface approximation, presented in the following
section. This makes our method less sensitive to errors in the
normal vector calculation.

C. Higher-order approximation of the interfaces

The reason for the construction of a higher-order inter-
face approximation arose from the simulations of foam-drop
dynamics, see Sec. IV D. A typical feature of a foam struc-
ture is the presence of film regions, where the interface-to-
interface distanceh can be a few orders of magnitude smaller
than the drop size. The main problem arises from the disjoin-
ing pressure in~3!, where small disturbances in the value of
h can introduce a significant inaccuracy to the calculation of
the interfacial forces and lead to continuously growing nu-
merical instabilities. In the case of monodispersed foams,
because of the flat film regions, the initial interface approxi-
mation can provide sufficient accuracy. For polydispersed
foams the film regions have, in general, nonzero curvature
and a better approximation of the interfaces is necessary. To
improve the accuracy of the calculation ofh(x) we propose
a higher-order approximation of the interfaces. It is based on
the initial triangulation by linear triangles and information
about the curvature and the normal vector in the nodal
points. It is constructed following the next scheme, for illus-
tration see the two-dimensional example in Fig. 5.

~1! A sphereCj (Oj ,Rj ) is associated with every nodal point
xj ,

Rj5uk~xj !u21, Oj5xj2n~xj !/k~xj !. ~14!

~2! Node x of the triangle with vertices (x1 ,x2 ,x3) is pro-
jected radially on the sphereCl ; l 51, 2, 3, see Fig. 5,

xl
p5Rl~x2Ol !/ux2Ol u, l 51,2,3. ~15!

~3! The projection of the nodex on the higher-order inter-
face approximationSp is defined by means of the linear
combination,

xp5(
l 51

3

wl•xl
p . ~16!

The coefficientswl are functions of the distances fromx
to the vertices and edges of the triangle and can be de-
fined to be continuous across the edges,

wl5 (
k5 l 21

l

wl
kwk11wk21/w,

wherek and l correspond to the local numeration of the
sides and the nodes in the triangle@the lth node belongs
to the (l 21)th and lth sides#; wk is the distanceux
2yku, whereyk is a projection ofx on thekth side (w0

5w3; w45w1); andwl
k5uxj2yku/uxl2xj u correspond to

the linear description ofyk on thekth side~the jth andlth
nodes are the vertices of thekth side!. Finally, w is de-
fined as

w5 (
k51

3

wkwk11,

which automatically leads to

(
l 51

3

wl51.

Different possibilities exist for the projectionyk of x on
the edges. In the present study we use the orthogonal
one.

Apparently, whenx is on an edge of the mesh, the coef-
ficientswl are those from the linear description ofx on the
edge. Thus, the approximationSp of the interfaceS is glo-
bally smooth and its curvature is globally continuous. The
interface-to-interface distancehp(x) calculated on the base
of the higher-order interface approximation is also globally
smooth and is directly related with the curvature via~14!.

A disadvantage of the approximationSp is that it is
based on a local fitting with spheres, which is not appropriate
in the general case of a nonspherical surface. Zinchenko
et al.17 developed an efficient method for local paraboloid
fitting for the curvature and normal vector calculation. We
expect that a significant improvement of the interface ap-
proximation can be achieved simply by replacement of the
projection on the sphere in step~2! above with that on a
paraboloid. We found, however, that the approximation pre-
sented here is sufficient for the simulation in Sec. IV D,
where the interfaces in the film regions are well approxi-
mated locally by spheres, see Fig. 6.

D. Boundary integral calculation

One of the most important aspects of a boundary integral
method is the calculation of the integrals in~6!. Applying the
mean value theorem on the surface elementsSj , the bound-
ary integrals can be approximated as

FIG. 5. Schematic 2D version of the higher-order approximation of the
interface~thicker curve!. It is constructed based on the initial discretization
~thinner lines! and the circuitsCj (Oj ,Rj ) ~dashed lines!.
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E
S
f ~x!G~x0 ,x!•n~x!ds~x!

5(
j

f ~xj !E
Sj

G~x0 ,x!•n~x!ds~x!1O~Dx2!, ~17!

E
S
u~x!•T~x0 ,x!•n~x!ds~x!

5(
j

u~xj !•E
Sj

T~x0 ,x!•n~x!ds~x!1O~Dx2!, ~18!

where f (xj ) and u(xj ) are average values onSj . The inte-
grals on the right-hand side of~17! and~18! are calculated by
means of the contour integrations~9! and~10!. In the present
method the contour G j is a polygon, G j5ø iG j

i

5ø i@yi ,yi 11#, see Fig. 1, and~9! and ~10! read19

I G
j ~x0!5E

Sj

G~x0 ,x!•n~x!ds~x!

5E
G j

dy3y

uyu
5(

i
uyi usin~b i !

3 logU~11cos~b i !!•~11cos~g i !!

sin~b i !•sin~g i !
U• yi3yi 11

uyi3yi 11u

~19!

and

I T
j ~x0!5E

Sj

T~x0 ,x!•n~x!ds~x!

52 R
G j

y~y3dy!

uyu3
12I S Cj1 R

G j

a•~dy3y!

uyu•~ uyu1a•y! D
52(

i

~zi1zi 11!~zi3zi 11!

11zi "zi 11

12IFCj1(
i

2a•~zi3zi 11!

gi uzi3zi 11u

3FarctanF ~12 f i !•tan~a i /2!1ei

gi
G2arctanFei

gi
G G G ,

~20!

wherezi5yi /uyi u; ei5@cos(ui11)2cos(ui)•cos(ai)#/sin(ai); f i

5cos(ui) andgi5A12ei
22 f i

2. The constantCj depends on
the position of the polex0 and the direction of the vectora
with respect to the surface elementSj as described in Sec.
II C. The anglea i is determined by the vectorszi andzi 11,
andu i by a andzi .

In order to check the validity of the contour-integral rep-
resentations~19! and ~20! we performed the following nu-
merical test. Consider a surface elementSj , see Fig. 1, from
a discretization (Dx'0.025) of the unit sphere centered at
the origin. The integralsI Q

j ~Q stands forG or T! are calcu-
lated both by~19! and ~20!, and as surface integrals. The
surface integration~dashed lines in Fig. 7! is based on

~i! a commonly used6,17 one-point integration rule,I Q
j

5DSjQ(x0 ,xj )•n(xj ), where the exact value for the
normal vector,n(xj )5xj , is taken,

~ii ! subdivision of every triangle (xj ,yi ,xi 11), see Fig. 7,
into Nt

2 equal triangles. Then the above one-point in-
tegration rule is applied to every subtriangle after its
vertices and mass center~the integration point! have
been projected on the unit sphere and for the normal
vector the exact value is taken.

The results are compared in Fig. 7 with the exact solu-
tion I Q

ex, obtained by the contour integration~9! and ~10!
applied for the projectionG j

p of G j on the unit sphere. In the
present test the polex0 moves radially towards the pointy1

5(xj1xl)/2, wherexl is a node directly connected toxj , see
Fig. 1. Thus, the horizontal axis,ux0u21, in Fig. 7 corre-
sponds to the distance pole interface.

Figure 7 shows that when the number of the integration

FIG. 6. Comparison of the initial interface approximation by flat triangles
~solid line! with the higher-order one~dashed lines!. Zoomed film region
from Fig. 18~c! is shown.

FIG. 7. The relative errori I Q2I Q
exi /i I Q

exi , whereI Q is calculated by three
different methods.Q stands for~a! G and ~b! T. The norm of the exact
solution i I Q

exi ~thicker lines! is not given in %.
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points Nt
2 increases, then the surface integrals converge to

the exact valuesI Q
ex, which indicates the validity of the

contour-integral representations~9! and ~10!. It is also seen
that for a distance pole interface of about 0.01, the one-point
integration has more than 10% error. In contrast, when the
contour integration is used the error is less than 0.1%, inde-
pendently of the distance pole interface~the error did not
increase even atux0u215ux02y1u51027). This also indi-
cates the nonsingularity of the contour integration~note that
y1P]Sj ). For relatively large distance pole-interface~for in-
stanceux0u21.0.2) both, surface and contour, integrations
have comparable accuracy.

The main disadvantage of the contour integration~19!
and~20! is that it involves intrinsic functions that slow down
the performance of the method. Compared with the one-point
surface integration, the contour integration is an order of
magnitude slower. To improve the performance of the
method, the exact formulas~19! and~20! are used only forSj

that are close~two layers of elements! to x0 . For the rest of
the interface the contour integrals are calculated by means of
two-point integration rule applied to every segment of the
contourG j . This procedure improves the performance about
twice, but it is still 5–6 times slower than the surface inte-
gration. We think, that a significant improvement could be
achieved if the contour integration in a vicinity ofx0 is com-
bined with the surface integration on the rest of the inter-
faces.

E. Multiple step time-integration scheme

A well-known difficulty during the simulation of free
boundary problems is the numerical instability due to the
surface tension. Such instabilities limit the time step and thus
slow down the performance, especially for small capillary
numbers and small element size. An estimate for the time
step required for a stable solution is6,17

Dt,O~Ca min~Dx!!, ~21!

where min~Dx! is the minimal element size. In addition, the
disjoining pressureA/h3 as well as the element-size optimi-
zation ~11! can further limit the time step. To overcome this
difficulty an idea is used here, which is based on the follow-
ing two facts. First, the above-mentioned numerical instabili-
ties are local, i.e., the instabilities in a nodexj from the
interface are mainly due to the time discretization off (x) in
the nodes that are in a close vicinity ofxj ~denote the set of
these nodes byNj ). Second, the calculation off (x) andw~x!
requiresO(N) operations, while for the boundary integrals
they areO(N2). The idea is when the velocity atxj is cal-
culated, we refresh the values corresponding to nodes inNj

at every time stepDt and all other values—afterM such time
steps. The extra tangential velocityw~x! is also calculated at
every time step.

To illustrate this idea, the boundary integral formulation
~6! ~after discretization! is rearranged as follows:

~l11!u~xj !52
l21

4p (
i PN

u~xi !•IT
i ~xj !

2
1

4p (
i PNj

f ~xi !IG
i ~xj !1S 2u`~xj !

2
1

4p (
i PNj

f ~xi !IG
i ~xj ! D , ~22!

whereN denotes the set of all nodes andNj5N/Nj .
In the present method only the termsf (xi) andu`(xj ) in

the brackets in~22!, are calculated at every time stepDt,
which requiresO(N) operations. The other terms on the
right-hand side of~22! are kept unchanged forM time steps.
Their calculation requiresO(N2) operations and is per-
formed once within every time intervalDT5MDt. Thus, the
total number of operations for a time interval of lengthDT is
O(N21M•N). For the standard iteration scheme,6,17,18

where all terms on the right-hand side of~22! are calculated
at every time stepDt, the corresponding number of opera-
tions isO(M•N2). Thus, forM!N the proposed time inte-
gration scheme is aboutM times faster than the standard one.

An estimate for an optimal value ofM can be obtained
comparing the contribution to the total error of that due to
the time integration with that due to the spatial discretization.
The total error can be estimated asO((M•Dt)2)
1O(max(Dx)2). Taking into account~21!, a comparison be-
tween the two terms in the total error leads toM
'O(max(Dx)/(Ca min(Dx)). For a number of problems, for
instance at small Ca and highly nonuniform meshes,M can
have a significant value. Other examples are steady-state
problems as well as those with small time gradients, where
the total error is dominated by the error due to the spatial
discretization. In such cases the time step usually is limited
by a condition for numerical stability, e.g.,~21!, and can be
much smaller than that necessary for an accurate solution.

To demonstrate how the performance and the accuracy
depend on the value ofM (DT), we consider the following
test problem: deformation of an initially spherical drop of
radius R and viscositym in a planar extensional flow (u1

5Gx1 ; u252Gx2 ; u350) in the time interval@0;0.2# at
Ca5mGR/s50.05, the casel51 is considered for simplic-
ity. The drop deformation in the considered time interval is
shown in Fig. 8. A relatively large gradient of the deforma-
tion is observed, which is an indication of the relevance of
the test~for steady problems the present scheme would not
introduce any additional error, independently of the value of
M!. A mesh of 10 580 triangular elements was used at time
stepDt52.531024, which is an order of magnitude smaller
than the stability limit~21!. The simulations for different
values ofM52l ; l 51,2,...,10 were performed and compared
with the standard scheme (M51). The relative extra~due to
the proposed scheme! error in % for the drop deformation at
t50.2 is shown in Fig. 9. A linear dependence of the perfor-
mance onM is also seen~s!. For instance, atM5256 the
performance of the present scheme corresponds to that of the
standard time integration at time step about 0.064, which is
10 times larger than the stability limit. Thus, for the test
problem considered here, the present time integration
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scheme atDT50.064 is an order of magnitude faster than
the standard one, and introduces an extra error less than
0.5%. The performance and the error are determined by the
large time stepDT and are almost insensitive to the values of
Dt andM5DT/Dt, providedM!N. The present scheme is
stable even atDT50.25 (M51000), however, the accuracy
is unacceptable.

For the simulations in the present study, time stepsDt
several times smaller than the stability limit were used with
M of the order 100. Thus, in most of the cases the CPU time
determining time stepDT was about an order of magnitude
larger than the stability limit~21!. The setNj consists of the
node xj , the nodexl closest toxj that belongs to another
interface and the nodes directly connected toxl as well.

The algebraic system~22! is solved by the method of
successive substitutions.6,16 To demonstrate how this is done
in combination with the multiple step time-integration
scheme, the system is written in the form

uk11~ t !5uk~ t !•AT~ t !1bG~ t !, ~23!

where the matrixAT corresponds to the double layer opera-
tor, after it has been deflated.15 The vectorbG takes into
account the single-layer potentials and the external flow as
well. At every big time stepM•Dt all elements ofAT andbG

are calculated and then successive iterationsk50,1,2,... are
performed. At the small time stepsm•Dt, m51,2,...,M only
a part ofbG is recalculated and iterations are performed ifbG

differs significantly from the corresponding value when the
last iteration process has been performed. Thus, if the previ-
ous iterations of~23! have been performed at small time step
m1,M and if

max
j

F (
m5m1

m2

ubG~xj ,t1m•Dt !2bG~xj ,t1~m11!•Dt !uG.e,

then successive iterations are performed at time stepm221
as well. Otherwise the solution at time stepm2 is obtained
based on the previous step and the difference inbG , i.e.,

u~xj ,t1m2•Dt !5u~xj ,t1~m221!•Dt !1bG~xj ,t1m2

•Dt !2bG~xj ,t1~m221!•Dt !.

As a criterion for convergence the standard one is used,
iuk(t)2uk21(t)i,e, with a typical valuee51023.

Zinchenkoet al.17 have used a combination of biconju-
gate gradient iterations and simple iterations, which could be
a better alternative. For the problems considered in the fol-
lowing section we found the method of successive substitu-
tions sufficiently efficient: for most of the simulations only
2–3 iterations per big stepDT were necessary for conver-
gence.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the accuracy and stability of the method
different problems for deformable interfaces are considered
in this section, including challenging problems that involve
large curvature or interfaces at very close approach.

A. Drop deformation at zero interfacial tension

Drop deformation in simple shear and planar extensional
flows at zero surface tension Ca5` is considered below.
This problem was chosen mainly as a test for the calculation
of the boundary integralsI T

i and the iterative method~22! at
lÞ1, as well as a shape-stabilizing procedure given in this
section.

Recently, Wetzel and Tucker26 presented an analytical
model for the deformation of an ellipsoidal drop of zero in-
terfacial tension in a linear velocity field. Comparisons with
some of their results are performed here to validate our
model for the case of zero interfacial tension. The main dif-
ficulty for a direct numerical simulation of such an extreme
situation is the loss of the smooth shape of the interface.
Indeed, initially small errors due to the discretization of the
interface grow continuously because of the velocity gradient.

FIG. 8. Drop deformation in a planar extensional flow.B,W,L are the
three lengths of the drop—alongx1 , x3 , andx2 axes, respectively.

FIG. 9. Comparisons for the accuracy and performance between the mul-
tiple step time-integration scheme and the standard scheme for different
value of the parameterM. The extra relative error in % forD(n) and
C(h); the relative CPU time is given by~s!.
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To overcome this, we propose a shape-stabilizing procedure.
It is, in fact, an addition of an extra interfacial velocity based
on the local gradient of the curvature,

ws~xj !5constDSj(
i

~k~xi !2k~xj !!I G
i j ~xj !, ~24!

whereI G
i j (xj ) are the contour integrals~19! for the segment

G i j 5]Siù]Sj whenx05xj . In fact, the summation in~24!
involves only the nodesi directly connected withj ~for every
other nodeG i j 50” ). Thus, the extra velocityws(xj ) in the
nodexj depends only on the curvature inxj and the neigh-
boring nodes. It is easy to see that if the curvaturek is a
linear function on the interface aroundxj , the velocity
ws(xj ) would be negligible. In the cases when the curvature
has a local minimum or maximum inxj , the extra velocity
ws(xj ) can be significant and will smooth the interfaces. The
constant in~24! determines the strength of the smoothing and
in the present simulation is set toN31023, at which value
ws is small enough to influence the hydrodynamic velocity,
but is capable to keep the interface smooth.

Figure 10 shows comparisons of our results with Wetzel
and Tucker26 and also with the boundary integral method
simulations of Toose~1998!, as referred in Wetzel and
Tucker.26 In Fig. 10~b! our results for a finite capillary num-
ber Ca51 are also given. They illustrate the applicability of
the results of Wetzel and Tucker26 to the case of small but
nonzero interfacial tension. Similar agreement was obtained

with the results of Wetzel and Tucker,26 presented in their
Fig. 3, regarding drop tumbling forl510 andl520, and
drop widening forl50.1.

The good agreement with the results of Wetzel and
Tucker26 indicates the ability of the present method for simu-
lation of deformable interfaces at zero interfacial tension.
The comparisons also show that the shape-stabilizing proce-
dure~24! does not influence the results. Thus, this procedure
can be successfully used in the case of nonzero interfacial
tension~finite capillary numbers!, where the shape stabiliza-
tion ~24! is expected to have less influence on the solution. In
the simulations presented in the following sections, however,
the interfaces were sufficiently smooth and the procedure
was not used. It was used only in some cases as a local shape
relaxation procedure, applied after mesh refinement which
involves topological changes.

B. Drop deformation and breakup at finite interfacial
tension

A number of simulations were performed in the case of
drop deformation at finite interfacial tension. The first group
of simulations concerns steady drop shape in simple shear
flow. The comparisons with the steady drop shapes presented
by Cristini et al.24 ~see their Fig. 3! for Ca51.43; l53 and
Ca50.8; l50.01 showed good agreement in the second
case: less than 2% relative difference regarding the drop axis
ratios. In the first case~Ca51.43;l53!, however, our results
showed about 20% smaller deformation than that of Cristini
et al.,24 but are in good agreement with the results of
Zinchenko~private communication, 2003!. Figure 11 shows
the steady shape of a bubble,l50 and Ca51.25. Sharp drop
edges can be seen in the figure, the situation typical for small
drop viscosity with respect to the continuous phase viscosity,
l!1. These results prove the applicability of the presented
numerical method for the simulation of bubble deformation
that involves high curvature regions~the curvature at the
drop ends is about 50! as well as the effectiveness of the
mesh adaptation.

The other group of simulations concerns transient drop

FIG. 10. Comparisons with the results of Wetzel and Tucker~Ref. 26! ~thick
lines! and Toose~1998! ~s!. The present results are given by~* !: ~a! Drop
deformation in simple shear flow forl53, the angle between the major axis
of the drop and the flow direction is also shown~dashed line!; ~b! drop
deformation in planar extensional flow forl518.6.

FIG. 11. Steady shape of a bubble,l50, in simple shear flow,u5y, at
Ca51.25: ~a! Side view, in (x,y) plane;~b! top view, in (x,z) plane.
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deformation in different kinds of flows that leads to drop
breakup. Good agreement is obtained with the results of
Cristini et al.24 for l51 presented in their Sec. IV C. Drop
deformation and breakup at Ca50.25 and high viscosity ra-
tio, l510, is shown in Fig. 12. It is known that atl510 the
drop will not breakup in simple shear flow unless it has not

undergone a substantial initial deformation.27 Thus, for the
simulation presented in Fig. 12 the following protocol for the
external flow was used. Starting from spherical shape att
50 the drop is elongated in planar extensional flow (u5x;
v52y), frames~a!. At time t513.65, when the drop length
is about 5.8 from the equivalent drop radius, the flow is

FIG. 12. Drop breakup in simple shear flow@u50.5(x1y); v520.5(x1y)] at Ca50.25, l510—frames~b!–~d!. Initially, for t50 – 13.65, the drop is
elongated in planar extensional flow (u5x; v52y)—frames~a!.
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switched to a simple shear flow@u50.5(x1y); v520.5(x
1y)], frames~b!. The orientation of the chosen simple shear
flow is essential. If, for instance, the standard shear flow,u
5y, is applied, the drop will retract without breakup. After
the flow is switched to simple shear flow, the drop elongation
continues mainly due to the chosen flow direction, see the
left frame ~b! (t516.05). At this time the drop is already
aligned with the flow direction, which is followed by retrac-
tion of the drop combined with a necking, see the last frames
~b! for (t520, 8 andt521.44). Aroundt521 the thinning of
the neck becomes dominant due to the increasing effect of
the surface tension, which indicates that the breakup is im-
minent, see also Fig. 13. At the end of the simulation,t
521.44, the neck radius is about 2% of the equivalent drop
radius.

To maintain a sufficient accuracy, the mesh in the neck
region is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the
maximal element size, see the left frame~c!. Following an
idea of Cristiniet al.,24 the neck is pinched off by splicing of
the mesh, the middle frame~c!, followed by mesh relaxation
~24!, the right frame~c!. Finally, the two newly formed drops
relax towards a steady shape in simple shear flow, see frame
~d!. The results presented in Fig. 12 demonstrate the possi-
bility of drop breakup in simple shear flow atl510, see also
Stegeman.27 At l51 our simulations always indicate forma-
tion of satellite drops during breakup.24,27 For the simulation
presented in Fig. 11 our result, however, cannot predict
whether a satellite drop will be formed during the breakup.
Any further refinement of the mesh in the neck region intro-
duced irregularities on the interface, which~due to the large
curvature! led to inaccurate results.

C. Drop-to-drop interaction

As an essential part of the coalescence process the drop-
to-drop interaction is widely investigated.28 One of the main
difficulties in the numerical simulation of the process is the
presence of a relatively stable liquid film region where the
distance between the interfaces is several orders of magni-
tude smaller than the drop size.

In contrast to the neck thinning during the drop breakup,
the film drainage between interacting drops can be relatively
slow. This means that numerical errors can more easily in-
fluence the results for drop coalescence than that for breakup.

For instance, a neck radius of 10% of the drop size already
can predict imminent breakup8 ~see also Fig. 13!, while two
orders of magnitude thinner film~0.1%! could be insufficient
for prediction of film rupture and, subsequently, coalescence.
In addition, the small capillary numbers typical for coalesc-
ing systems make the numerical simulations of the coales-
cence process even more difficult and challenging.

In order to predict coalescence during drop interaction,
the evolution of the film thickness has to be traced to values
of the order of the critical film thickness, when the attractive
van der Waals forces become dominant leading to film rup-
ture. Most of the existing 3D simulations of drop-to-drop
interaction, obtained without restriction on the drop deforma-
tion, face significant difficulties to resolve films of thickness
less than 1% of the drop radius. The results of Zinchenko
et al.17 are the first simulations of films thinner than 1% of
the drop radius.

Numerical results for much thinner films were
obtained28–31 based on so-called asymptotic theory. In this
approach axisymmetric iterations of slightly deformable
drops ~film radius much smaller than drop radius! are con-
sidered, where the film flow is governed by the lubrication
equations. Recently, Rother and Davis32 have extended the
asymptotic theory to the case of drop-to-drop interaction in
linear flows. Here, we compare our results with the predic-
tions of the asymptotic theory, regarding film drainage be-
tween drops interacting in simple shear flow.

The time step for the numerical simulations of drop-to-
drop interaction is chosen, as in Zinchenkoet al.,17 to de-
pend on the minimal film thickness,DT5DT0hmin

1/2 . Here,
however, the optimal initial time stepDT0 is taken to guar-
antee numerical accuracy, while in the standard time integra-
tion scheme10,17 it is limited by a stability constrain. This is
especially important for the present simulations~at small
capillary numbers!, where time steps an order of magnitude
larger than the stability limit are used.

The first group of simulations is for axisymmetric inter-
actions of two equal drops in compressional flow at Ca
50.05, see Fig. 14~a!. The 3D simulations were performed
using nonuniform meshes, see Fig. 14~b!. The time step
DT050.1 ~the stability limit is about 0.01! was used with
M5100. Forl51 three different meshes were used, in order
to check the convergence with respect to the space discreti-
zation. The results for the evolution of the center and mini-
mal film thickness are shown in Fig. 14~c!. The mesh of
2000 elements per drop was insufficient to supply accurate
results for the minimal film thickness below 0.003 of the
drop radius, while the other two meshes give almost identical
results. They are also in agreement with the predictions of a
version of the present code for axisymmetric problems. In
Fig. 14~d! the film profiles are compared at minimal film
thicknesshmin50.0025. A comparison with the asymptotic
theory for the results presented in Fig. 14 was not possible
due to the large film radius~0.4! and externally driven recir-
culation within the drops, which influences the film drainage.
In this case the recirculation flow inside the drop completely
stops the film drainage leading to stationary long-time con-
figuration. This phenomenon has been observed for the first
time by Cristiniet al.24

FIG. 13. The evolution of the neck radius,Rneck around t521 from the
simulation presented in Fig. 12.
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In an attempt to extend the simulations presented above
to the case of small viscosity ratio~l50.1 andl50! we
faced serious difficulties. The results were in good agreement
with the predictions of the axisymmetric code for film thick-
ness of about 0.01, however, deviated significantly for
smaller hmin . Thus, the results forl!1 in Figs. 5.7–8 of
Bazhlekov19 are not correct forhmin,0.01. After we checked
different sources for the inaccurate results atl!1, we con-
cluded, that a possible reason could be the combination of
the coarse mesh in the rear part of the drops@see Fig. 14~a!#
and Wielandt’s deflation. The elimination of the eigenvalues
from the spectrum of the double layer operator leads to ad-

ditional ~uniform expansion and rigid-body motion! terms in
the boundary integral formulation, see for instance Eqs.~9!–
~15! of Zinchenkoet al.17 The uniform expansion and the
rigid-body motion, being integral characteristics of an inter-
face, are influenced by the global error, and thus, transfer it
to the interface velocity. In other words, the global error,
which is dictated by the error in the coarsest part of the
mesh, could effect the interface velocity everywhere. In the
case of single drop or drops at relatively large distance, this
would have an insignificant effect on the relative position of
the interfaces. However, in the presence of interfaces at close
approach, it could have a crucial influence on the accuracy of

FIG. 14. Drop-to-drop interaction in
axisymmetric compressional flow (u
50.5x; v52y; w50.5z) at Ca
50.05. The drops are initially spheri-
cal and centered at~0:0;61.5!: ~a! side
view and ~b! view from the film side
of one of the drops att520 for mesh
of 3920 elements per drop;~c! the
evolution of the film thickness in the
center and the minimal film thickness
for three different meshes;~d! film
profiles ~cross section with planez
50) at equal minimal film thickness,
hmin52.531023.
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the calculation of the film thickness. Thus, the simulations of
drops in close approach at small or large viscosity ratio re-
quire mesh refinement not only in the gap region, which
makes them computationally very expensive.

To the end of this section the predictions of the present
method are compared with that of the asymptotic theory. We
consider the formation and drainage of a film between drops
interacting in simple shear flow. The drops are equal, initially
spherical and centered at~71.5;60.25;0!. Each drop inter-
face is triangulated by a mesh of 5120 triangles, and the time
stepDT050.05 is chosen~the stability limit is again an order
of magnitude smaller, about 0.005!. The parameterM is set
to a relatively large value,M5200 (Dt050.000 25), in order
to maintain sufficiently smooth and fast redistribution of the
nodes in the gap region. The viscosity ratio isl51 and the
capillary number is relatively small, Ca50.025, in order to
guarantee the validity of the asymptotic theory. In the
asymptotic theory the evolution of the film is given by the
solution of simplified axisymmetric film-drainage
equations29–32 in the gap between the drops. The drop inter-
action enters as a boundary condition for the film drainage
model,31 to take into account the external flow or force. In
the present comparison the formula of Hadamar and
Rybczinski33 for the force between two spherical drops in
simple shear flow is used:

F54.34
2/31l

11l
pmR2ġ sin 2b, ~25!

whereb is the angle between the line through the drop cen-
ters and the flow direction and has to be given.

More general and accurate expressions for the interac-
tion force and angles can be obtained.32,34 However, for the
present case~equal drops atl51! we found expression~25!
sufficiently accurate. A larger error, at Ca50.025, can be
accumulated during the time integration for the angleb and
also due to the choice of its initial value. The main goal of
the present comparison is to verify the accuracy of the
boundary integral solution in the gap, which corresponds to
the film drainage part of the asymptotic theory. Because of
that, in order to reduce the influence of the errors from the
outer solution, the angleb in ~25! is taken from the boundary
integral calculation, starting at a drop-to-drop distance which
is an order of magnitude larger than that for the film forma-
tion.

Except for a shift of about 0.2 in time, the agreement
between both results presented in Fig. 15 is good, bearing in
mind the extremely small interface separation. The agree-
ment between the predictions for the film radius is also good.
A more detailed investigation shows that the film profile ob-
tained by the boundary-integral calculations is very close to
axisymmetric; deviation less than 1%, even though the inter-
action is essentially 3D. This agrees with the analyses,30,32

that during 3D drop interactions at small capillary numbers,
the film drainage remains axisymmetric. Another quantifica-
tion of the validity of the inner solution of the asymptotic
theory, regarding the assumption for small deformation, fol-
lows from the comparison discussed. This comparison indi-
cates that, for a moderate viscosity ratio, the film drainage

model is valid even when the film radius is about 20% of the
drop radius. The local film thickness minimum, att about
5.8, is due to the disappearance of the dimple during drop
separation, predicted also by the boundary-integral calcula-
tion.32 Finally, the shift in the time between both simulations
presented in Fig. 15 is due to the assumption of small defor-
mation in the asymptotic theory. The drop deformation out-
side the gap region in the 3D simulation initially accumulates
part of the interaction leading to more gentle collision and a
delay of the film formation and, subsequently, the whole pro-
cess.

D. Foam-drop formation and its dynamics in simple
shear flow

Liquid foams have a highly structured geometry: liquid
films, plateau borders and junctions, see Fig. 16. The pres-
ence of relatively large interfacial areas and liquids films of
several orders of magnitude thinner than the particle size,
determines their complex rheological behavior and, conse-
quently, their practical importance. This, however, introduces
the main difficulties during the experimental and theoretical
investigations of foam dynamics. Thus, most of the numeri-
cal investigations are limited to 2D foams or 3D dry-film
foams.35,36 In the dry-film models, films with zero thickness
are considered and modelled as mathematical surfaces, ne-
glecting the film drainage and interfacial effects. To our
knowledge, the simulations of Loewenberg, de Cunha,
Blazwdziewich, and Cristini~1999!, as referred by Kraynik
and Reinelt,35 are the first for 3D wet foams. They are re-
stricted, however, to the monodisperse case and then only to
the formation of the foam during uniform expansion in the
absence of external flows.

In the present section we consider a foam-drop: a com-
pound drop that consists of several inner drops at high vol-
ume fraction completely covered by another immiscible liq-
uid. Such a drop has all structural elements of a
polydispersed foam: liquid films bounded by interfaces of
significant curvature, plateau borders and junctions, see Fig.

FIG. 15. Drop-to-drop interaction in simple shear flow (u52y) at Ca
50.025 andl51. The drops are initially spherical and centered at~71.5;
60.25;0!. The fluctuations of the present results forhmin andRfilm are due to
their discrete evaluation—in the nodes of the mesh.
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16. Simple shear flow is considered here as an example of
external flow. For simplicity, the surface tension coefficients
for all of the interfaces are assumed equal,s, and the vis-
cosities of all liquids equal tom. Thus, the problem has two
dimensionless hydrodynamic parameters: the capillary num-
ber Ca5ġ•R•m/s ~R is the equivalent radius of the foam-
drop! and the dimensionless Hamaker constant,A, see the
discussion after Eq.~3!. The disjoining pressure in~3! is very
important for the film and thus for the foam stability. Here it
is modelled, following Kraynik and Reinelt,35 as2A/h3(x).

In Fig. 17 a foam-drop formation is shown, the first three
pairs of frames~a!–~c!. The first column shows the outer
interface and the second, the inner-drop interfaces. Initially
the drops are spherical, the outer drop has radiusR, the eight
equal-size inner drops of radius 0.3R, frames~a! of Fig. 17.
The inner drops are then subjected to a nonuniform expan-
sion, where the expansion rate depends on the distance to the
closest interfaceuexp(xj )5constn(xj )•h(xj ). When the rela-
tive volume of the inner drops reaches 95%, the expansion
stops and the interfaces relax. Thus, at timet512.4, frames
~c!, the foam-drop with 95% volume fraction~four inner
drops of 13.5% and four of 10.25% relative volume! is at
equilibrium. After t512.4 the drop is sheared at Ca50.2,
frames ~c!–~e!, during which the foam-drop deforms in a
tumbling-like way.37 Such dynamics is due to the reposition-
ing of the inner drops inside the foam-drop, which is a typi-
cal process of the dynamics of foams: the particles change
their neighbors, which is related with topological transitions
between films, plateau borders and junctions.

It is known that a configuration is stable when the films
are connected 333 in plateau borders, and the plateau bor-
ders are connected 434 in junctions, which is the case in
Fig. 16. Let us follow the evolution of the four front~upper!
inner drops in frames~c!–~e! of Fig. 17. Initially, the left and
right drops are separated by the other two drops, which are in

contact—there is a liquid film between them, see frames~c!.
During the shearing, however, this film disappears leading to
a plateau border~connecting four films! between the four
drops under consideration, see frames~d!. A junction con-
necting five plateau borders@four of which are seen on left
frame~d! and the fifth is that between the four drops# is also
formed. Thus, this metastable configuration changes to a
stable one, where the initially separated drops are now in
contact, forming film between them, and the other two drops
separate, see frame~e!. The process of drop repositioning
can be also seen in Fig. 18, where cross sections in a plane,
fitted with the centers of the four drops, are shown at differ-
ent time instances. Thus, the discussed simulation has not
only the main structural, but also the dynamic elements of
polydispersed foams.

The simulation presented here was performed using
8820 triangular elements on the outer interface and 3380
elements per every inner drop—35 860 elements in total. The
mesh is kept finer~Dx'0.01! in the plateau border and junc-
tion regions, where the gradients of the curvature and
interface-to-interface distance are larger. In the film regions,
of almost constant thickness, the edge size is an order of
magnitude larger~Dx'0.1!. To maintain such mesh proper-
ties during the whole dynamics, only mesh-size optimization
was used, without topological changes. The minimal film
thickness is about 2.531023, and as it was mentioned
above, the interfaces in the film regions are discretized by
elements with two orders in magnitude larger size. In addi-
tion, some of the film regions have a significant curvature
(k'3). Thus, the use of the higher-order interface approxi-
mation presented in Sec. III is essential, see Fig. 6. For com-
parison, when the initial approximation of the interfaces by
flat triangles was used, we managed to expand the inner
drops only to about 60% volume fraction@slightly before
frame ~b!#.

The results presented in Fig. 17 were obtained for about
three days on Risc 10K 225 MHz single processor. The time
step wasDt51025, which was sufficient to obtain numeri-
cally stable solution. The limitation on the time step is
mainly due to the disjoining pressure term, proportional to
h23(x) @h(x)'2.531023 in the film regions#. The param-
eter M in the multiple step time-integration scheme was
takenM51000. For this value the most CPU time consum-
ing single layer potential was calculated only once at every
time intervalDT51022. Finally, the higher accuracy due to
the contour integration is also very important for the pre-
sented simulation of the foam-drop dynamics, mainly due to
the presence of interfaces in an extremely close approach and
the high gradient of the normal vector in the plateau border
regions.

The main goal of the simulation presented here was to
demonstrate the numerical stability of the method in the
presence of disjoining pressure in film regions with signifi-
cant curvature. A direct and practically important extension
of the present simulation can be made by an incorporation of
triply boundary conditions.9,10 Recently, Zinchenko and
Davis11 made significant improvement in this direction, con-
sidering up to 200 drops per periodic box at 55% volume
fraction.

FIG. 16. Foam-drop structure, four inner drops at 95% volume fraction. The
film regions~made transparent! are connected via plateau borders, joined in
junctions.
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FIG. 17. Expansion of the inner drops at constant volume of the whole foam-drop atA52.531026 ~a!–~c!. The relative volume of the inner drops is~a! 22%;
~b! 77%; ~c! 95%. Foam-drop deformation in shear flow at Ca50.2 andA52.531026 ~c!–~e!.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A three-dimensional boundary-integral method is pre-
sented for deformable drops in viscous flows at low Rey-
nolds numbers. The main advantage of the method is the
calculation of the boundary integrals, based on a contour-
integral representation of the single and double-layer poten-
tials. Due to the nonsingular formulation, the contour inte-
gration offer a higher accuracy in the vicinity of the singular
point, compared with the standard surface integration. Far
from the singular point both integrations show comparable
accuracy. The main disadvantage of the contour integration
is that its performance is about an order of magnitude slower.
Thus, an improvement could be achieved, combining the

contour integration around the singular point with surface
integration in the rest of the interfaces. Another advantage is
that the contour integration, in contrast with the commonly
used near singularity subtraction, can be directly applied for
nonclosed interfaces. Typical examples in this case are the
problems involving three-phase contact lines, which will be a
direction of our future efforts.19 In addition, the normal vec-
tor is automatically accounted in the contour-integral repre-
sentation, which makes the results less sensitive to the errors
due to the normal vector calculation.

The time integration in the present method is stabilized
by the proposed multiple step scheme. The scheme offers a
solution of the well-known problem of numerical instabilities
due to the surface tension. The stabilizing effect of the mul-
tiple time-step integration is also important for simulations
that involve repulsive van der Waals forces, mainly because
of their strong dependence of the film thickness. In addition,
the proposed time integration overcomes the numerical insta-
bilities due to the mesh-size optimization technique based on
the local grid tension method.

The higher-order interface approximation plays an es-
sential role in the accurate calculation of the interface-to-
interface distance, especially in film regions with significant
curvature. It is important not only for an accurate calculation
of the disjoining pressure, but also for a numerical stability
during the simulation of polydispersed foam dynamics. An
improvement of the present variant of the interface approxi-
mation can be easily achieved by making use of the local
paraboloid fitting procedure.30

In Sec. IV we present simulations of multiphase prob-
lems that involve regions of a high interface curvature and
small interface-to-interface distance as well as a strong influ-
ence of the capillary and disjoining pressure. The simulations
of drop-to-drop interaction show a good accuracy for film
thickness of about 0.2% of the drop radius in the case of
matching viscosities,l51. However, at small viscosity ratio,
l<0.1, the results were inaccurate for film thickness below
1% of the drop radius. We think, that in the case of contrast
viscosities,l!1 or l@1, the error due to the space discreti-
zation becomes global, and is dominated by the error in the
coarsest part of the mesh. Thus, the idea of a local mesh
refinement in the film region is less attractive in these cases.

An important and direct extension of the present method
can be made by an incorporation of the effect of an insoluble
surfactant.38,39 This, together with an extension applying pe-
riodic boundary conditions can make the method an useful
tool for a better understanding of the physics within complex
multiphase flows.
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